LEGAL NOTICE

THIS WEB SITE WAS EDITED BY :

CLIC GAUCHE
SARL with 10 000 € Capital and member of the RCS PARIS under the ref nb 512850421
VAT intra-EU: FR34512850421
Social Seat: 9 rue de l’Arc de Triomphe – 75017 Paris France
Phone nb: +33 (0) 1 73 71 81 87
e-mail: contact@clic-gauche.com

THE WEB SITE IS HOST BY :

Nom : AMEN
Adresse : AMEN SASU 12-14, Rond-Point des Champs-Élysées 75008 Paris
Tel : 0811 88 77 66
Contact : www.amen.fr

RESPONSIBLE FOR DISSEMINATING INFORMATION WEBSITE:

HOTEL RONCERAY OPERA
Manager: Olivier ROULEAU
Social Seat: 10 boulevard Montmartre, 75009 Paris – France
Phone nb: +33 (0) 1 42 47 13 45
Fax: +33 (0) 1 42 47 13 63
e-mail: front.ronceray@guichard.fr
Siret: 54210874100019 RCS Paris B 542 108 741
APE code: 5510Z
PROTECTION OF THE WEB SITE:

Any reproduction, even partial website: www.hotelroncerayopera.com is prohibited. Make, model, drawings and texts are stored and protected.

PROTECTION AND SAFETY OF PERSONNAL DATA:

No personal information is collected without the knowledge of the user. No personal information is disclosed to third parties or used for purposes not intended.

Personal information of registered Internet users via e-mail addresses: e-mail form or reservations are only sent to the hotel which Internet users have made the request to: front.ronceray@guichard.fr

The reservation system Availpro is the subject of a declaration to the National Commission for Data Protection.

You have a right to access, modify, rectify and delete data concerning you (art. 34 of the Law “National Commission for Data Protection”. To exercise this right, please contact: front.ronceray@guichard.fr

Read also our "personal data" section

RESPONSIBILITY:

The company Clic Gauche, editing this site, is released from all responsibility if the user visiting the website www.hotelroncerayopera.com were to disclose or subscribe via e-mail addresses: e-mail or reservation form, all bank.

The responsibility of the Company Clic Gauche can not be held liable for errors or inadvertent omission, despite the care brought to the production of this site.